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Abstract. Dual-receiver encryption (DRE) is a special form of public
key encryption (PKE) that allows a sender to encrypt a message for two
recipients. Without further properties, the difference between DRE and
PKE is only syntactical. One such important property is soundness, which
requires that no ciphertext can be constructed such that the recipients
decrypt to different plaintexts. Many applications rely on this property in
order to realize more complex protocols or primitives. In addition, many of
these applications explicitly avoid the usage of the random oracle, which
poses an additional requirement on a DRE construction. We show that
all of the IND-CCA2 secure standard model DRE constructions based
on post-quantum assumptions fall short of augmenting the constructions
with soundness and describe attacks thereon.
We then give an overview over all applications of IND-CCA2 secure DRE,
group them into generic (i. e., applications using DRE as black-box) and
non-generic applications and demonstrate that all generic ones require
either soundness or public verifiability.
Conclusively, we identify the gap of sound and IND-CCA2 secure DRE
constructions based on post-quantum assumptions in the standard model.
In order to fill this gap we provide two IND-CCA2 secure DRE construc-
tions based on the standard post-quantum assumptions, Normal Form
Learning With Errors (NLWE) and Learning Parity with Noise (LPN).

Keywords: Dual-receiver encryption (DRE) · Soundness · Hybrid En-
cryption · NLWE · LPN · Post-Quantum · IND-CCA2 · Standard Model

1 Introduction

Dual-receiver encryption (DRE) may be seen as a special case of Broadcast
encryption (BE), where the number of recipients is constrained to two. Chow,
Franklin, and Zhang [18] and Diament et al. [22] showed that DRE has plenty of
applications, which impose different requirements on the used scheme. For some
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applications the chosen plaintext attack (CPA) security is sufficient, whereas
others require the stronger adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (CCA2) security.
Furthermore, some applications require very specific DRE constructions using
for example bilinear pairings. In this work we call such applications non-generic,
as they make calls on internals routines of the employed DRE construction,
preventing the use of DRE in a black-box manner within these applications.

Nevertheless, plenty of applications use DRE in a black-box manner and
require only the property of soundness, for example [4, 8, 18, 20, 23, 44, 48].
This property requires that no adversary, even with knowledge of the secret keys
of both recipients, is able to create a ciphertext that decrypts to two different
plaintexts when decrypting with the secret keys of the recipients. Note that many
of these applications are explicitly avoiding the use of the random oracle, which
carries over to the employed DRE construction.

All standard model CCA2 secure DRE constructions based on post-quantum
(PQ) assumptions [37, 54] are lattice-based and, as we show in this work, sur-
prisingly fail at providing the soundness property. Moreover, Brendel et al. [14]
mentions that amongst others, a CCA2 secure and sound PQ-instantiation did
not yet appear in the literature. Thus, the aim of this work is to provide such
DRE constructions, and therefore close this gap.

Contribution and Outline. Firstly, we conduct a literature review on—to the best
of our knowledge—all applications requiring a sound CCA2 secure DRE in order
to categorize them into generic and non-generic. Each application is explained
shortly in Section 3.

• We identify the following generic applications requiring soundness: applica-
tions of CCA2 secure binding encryption [44], plaintext awareness via key
registration [32], protocols for deniable authentication (DA) [23, 48], non-
malleable commitments [19], and PKE schemes with non-interactive opening
(PKENO) [20].
• The remaining applications are identified as non-generic: combined encryption

schemes [22], protocols for secure group key management [12], tripartite key
exchange [47], and schemes of dual receiver proxy re-encryption [9, 40].

Secondly, we conduct another literature review on—to the best of our
knowledge—all constructions of CCA2 secure DRE in the standard model that
may be used in a post-quantum setting and whether these constructions satisfy
the soundness property. We present and explain our results in depth in Section 4.
Our observation is that right now all of IND-CCA2 secure constructions are
based on lattices and lack the soundness property.

Finally, in Section 5, we give efficient lattice- and LPN-based constructions
in the standard model for IND-CCA2 secure and sound DRE schemes based on
the hybrid encryption construction by Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11] and the
PKE construction by Kiltz, Masny, and Pietrzak [35], which can be used in any
of the generic applications.

Moreover, we would like to point out that the employed trapdoor function in
our lattice-based construction is from Micciancio and Peikert [42] and its ring
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and module variant was already implemented by Bert et al. [6, 7]. We therefore
expect that our constructions are readily usable in prototypical implementations
of generic applications from Section 3.

2 Preliminaries

Notations: For a positive integer k, [k] denotes the set {1, 2, . . . , k}. We define
the set of integers modulo q > 1 by Zq and the modular operation (x mod q)
as mapping the integer x into [−q/2, q/2). Column-vectors are written as bold
lower-case letters (e. g., v) and row-vectors are transposed column-vectors (e. g.,
v⊤). The standard scalar product of the vectors x and y of the same dimension
is denoted by ⟨x,y⟩. We denote matrices by bold upper-case letters (e. g., A).
The concatenation of two vectors v1, v2 is denoted by (v1, v2). By v[i] we refer
to the i-th element of a vector v and ai is the i-th column vector of a matrix
A. The Euclidean norm of a vector v is written as ∥v∥, its Hamming weight is
denoted by ∥v∥w, and |x| is the absolute value of a scalar x. Let S be an arbitrary
set. By s←$ S, we define the uniformly sampling of an element from S. If χ is a
probability distribution, x ← χ denotes sampling an element according to the
distribution. For a probabilistic algorithm R we denote by y ← R(x) the result
of one execution of R with input x. If an algorithm A has access to an oracle O,
we write AO. Our security parameter will always be called λ. We call a function
negl : N→ R negligible in λ, if for each positive integer k there exists an integer
k0 such that for all λ > k0 : |negl(λ)| < λ−k.

2.1 Definitions

We adapt the definition of DRE from Chow, Franklin, and Zhang [18] to a broader
setting without the use of a common reference string (CRS). In many applications
of DRE, the sender does not encrypt a message to two independent recipients.
Instead, the sender interprets themselves as one of the recipients and encrypts
the message under their own public key, too. Thus, we refer to the two receiving
parties as receiver R and sender S with key pairs (skR, pkR) and (skS , pkS),
respectively.

Definition 1 (DRE). A public-key dual-receiver encryption scheme DRE =
(gen, enc, dec) consists of the following algorithms:

• gen(1λ): The randomized key generation algorithm takes as input a unary
encoding of the security parameter λ and outputs a public/secret key pair
(pk , sk). We write (skR, pkR) and (skS , pkS) for the key pairs of two inde-
pendent users.

• enc(pkR, pkS ,m): The randomized encryption algorithm takes as input two
public keys pkR and pkS and a message m, and outputs a ciphertext c.

• dec(sk i, pkR, pkS , c): The deterministic decryption algorithm takes one of
the secret keys sk i(i ∈ {R, S}), two public keys pkR, pkS , and a ciphertext
c as input, and outputs a message mi (which may be the special symbol ⊥);
we write mi = dec(sk i, pkR, pkS , c).
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The usual IND-CCA2 security is somewhat different for a DRE scheme defined
in Definition 2. However, when a DRE scheme already satisfies the soundness
property from Definition 3 then the definition of IND-CCA2DRE collapses to the
standard definition of IND-CCA2.

Definition 2 (IND-CCA2DRE). A DRE scheme is said to be indistinguish-
able under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2DRE secure), if any
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm A wins the IND-CCA2DRE game
in Figure 1 with probability at most 1

2 + negl(λ), i. e.,

AdvIND-CCA2DRE
DRE,A (λ) :=

∣∣∣∣P [
ExpIND-CCA2DRE

DRE,A (λ) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(λ) .

CIND-CCA2DRE AIND-CCA2DRE(1
λ) O(skR, skS)

(pkR, skR)← gen(1λ)

(pkS , skS)← gen(1λ)

pkR, pkS

(c, pkR′
)

if R′ ∈ {S,R}

then m = dec(skR′
, pkR, pkS , c)

else m = ⊥

m

m0,m1 ←M

m0,m1

b←$ {0, 1}

c∗ := enc(pkR, pkS ,mb)

c∗

(c, pkR′
)

if R′ ∈ {S,R} ∧ c ̸= c∗

then m = dec(skR′
, pkR, pkS , c)

else m = ⊥

m′

b∗

b
?
= b∗

Fig. 1. Depiction of the IND-CCA2DRE game.

The most important property of a DRE scheme is that of soundness, which
states that every ciphertext will be decrypted to the same message from both
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parties, even if it was maliciously made. Without this property every PKE scheme
can also be used as a DRE scheme, simply by encrypting the message for both
parties independently.

Definition 3 (Soundness for DRE [18]). Consider the experiment ExpsoundE,A
from Figure 2 for a DRE scheme E and a PPT algorithm A. A DRE scheme E
satisfies soundness if for any A we have that Advsound

E,A is negligible in λ, i. e.,

Advsound
E,A (λ) := P

[
Expsound
E,A (λ) = 1

]
≤ negl(λ) .

Csound Asound

(pkR, skR)← gen(1λ)

(pkR, skS)← gen(1λ)

(pkR, pkS , skR, skS)

c

dec(skR, pkR, pkS , c)
?

̸= dec(skS , pkR, pkS , c)

Fig. 2. Depiction of the soundness game.

We will be constructing DRE schemes with the help of the hybrid encryption
paradigm. For our constructions we require the following symmetric primitives
and the according security definitions.

Definition 4 (SKE). A secret-key encryption (SKE) scheme is a pair of algo-
rithms SKE = (SKE.enc, SKE.dec) with key space Kske and ciphertext space Cske
with:

• SKE.enc(dk , m): The deterministic encryption algorithm takes as input a key
dk ∈ Kske and a message m, and outputs a ciphertext c.
• SKE.dec(dk , c): The deterministic decryption algorithm takes as input a key
dk ∈ Kske and a ciphertext c, and outputs a message m′ (which may be the
special symbol ⊥)

We require that for all dk ∈ Kske it holds that

m = SKE.dec(dk , SKE.enc(dk , m)) .

Definition 5 (OT-IND). A SKE scheme SKE is said to be one-time indistin-
guishable (OT-IND secure), if any PPT algorithm A wins the OT-IND game
in Figure 3 with probability at most 1

2 + negl(λ), i. e.,

AdvOT-IND
SKE,A (λ) :=

∣∣∣∣P [
ExpOT-IND

SKE,A (λ) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(λ) .
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COT-IND AOT-IND(1
λ)

m

dk ←$ Kske

b←$ {0, 1}
ϕ0 ← SKE.enc(dk ,m)

ϕ1 ←$ Cske

ϕb

b′

b
?
= b′

Fig. 3. Depiction of the OT-IND game.

A hash function is a function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}ℓ mapping bit strings of any
length to bit strings of a fixed length ℓ.

Definition 6 (Collision Resistance). A family of hash functions {Hk}k∈K is
said to be collision resistant (CR) if for all PPT algorithms A the advantage
AdvCR

H,A(λ) is negligibly small, where

AdvCR
H,A(λ) := P

[
k ←$ K, (x, x′)← A(1λ, Hk) : x ̸= x′ and H(x) = H(x′)

]
.

We need to look at keyed hash functions, as for every fixed hash function there
exists an adversary with a collision hard coded by the pigeonhole principle. Still,
in a slight abuse of notation we will speak of a “collision resistant hash function”,
by which we mean a function sampled uniformly from a collision resistant hash
function family.

Definition 7 (MAC). A message authentication code (MAC) scheme MAC with
key space Kmac consists of the two algorithms MAC = (MAC.sign, MAC.ver), where

• MAC.sign(mk , m): The randomized signing algorithm takes as input a signing
key mk ∈ Kmac and a message m, and outputs a tag σ.

• MAC.ver(mk , m, σ): The deterministic verification algorithm takes as input
a signing key mk ∈ Kske, a message m and a tag σ, and outputs 1 if
σ ← MAC.sign(mk , m) and 0 otherwise.

Definition 8 (OT-SUF). A message authentication code scheme MAC is said
to be one-time strongly unforgeable (OT-SUF secure) if any PPT algorithm A
wins the OT-SUF game in Figure 4 with at most negligible probability, i. e.,

AdvOT-SUF
MAC,A (λ) := P

[
ExpOT-SUF

MAC,A (λ) = 1
]
≤ negl(λ) .
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COT-SUF AOT-SUF(1
λ)

m

mk ←$ Kmac

σ ← MAC.sign(mk ,m)

σ

(m′, σ′)

MAC.ver(mk ,m′, σ′)
?
= 1

and (m′, σ′)
?

̸= (m,σ)

Fig. 4. Depiction of the OT-SUF game.

We use a key derivation function KDF : K → {0, 1}n with key-space K in
order to generate the SKE- and MAC-keys from a short seed. We require for a KDF
function to be IND secure according to Definition 9.

Definition 9 (IND KDF [11]). A key derivation function KDF is said to be
IND secure if for all PPT algorithms A the advantage AdvIND

KDF,A(λ) is negligibly
small, where

AdvIND
KDF,A(λ) :=

∣∣P [
A(1λ, KDF(k)) = 1

]
− P

[
A(1λ, r) = 1

]∣∣
for k←$ K and r←$ {0, 1}n.

2.2 Assumptions and Lemmas

The following assumptions and lemmas are required in our proofs.

Definition 10 (NLWE Problem [11]). Let n = n(λ),m = m(λ), q = q(λ) be
integers and χ be an error distribution. The advantage of a PPT adversary A
for the (normal-form) NLWEn,m,q,χ problem, denoted by Adv

NLWEn,m,q,χ

A (λ), is
defined as

Adv
NLWEn,m,q,χ

A (λ) :=
∣∣P [
A(A, s⊤A+ e⊤) = 1

]
− P

[
A(A,b⊤) = 1

]∣∣,
where A ←$ Zn×m

q , s ← χn and e ← χm. The NLWEn,m,q,χ problem is hard if
Adv

NLWEn,m,q,χ

A is negligible in λ for all PPT adversaries A

Applebaum et al. [3, Lemma 2] proved that NLWE is equivalent to the
standard form of LWE where the LWE secret s is sampled from Zn

q instead of χn.
Let Berp denote the Bernoulli distribution with parameter p, so x← Berp is

the random variable over {0, 1} with P [x = 1] = p.
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Definition 11 (LPN Problem [35]). Let n = n(λ),m = m(λ) ≥ n as well as
0 ≤ p = p(λ) ≤ 1

2 be the Bernoulli parameter. The advantage of a PPT adversary
A for the LPNn,m,p problem, denoted by Adv

LPNn,m,p

A (λ), is defined as

Adv
LPNn,m,p

A (λ) :=
∣∣P [
A(A, s⊤A+ e⊤) = 1

]
− P

[
A(A,b⊤) = 1

]∣∣,
where A ←$ Zn×m

2 , s ←$ Zn
2 and e ← Bermp . The LPNn,m,p problem is hard if

Adv
LPNn,m,p

A is negligible in λ for all PPT adversaries A.

The LPN assumption is equivalent to the hardness of decoding a random
linear code, and it is believed to be post-quantum secure just like LWE. We
also need two extended dual version of the LPN assumption, called Knapsack
Learning Parity with Noise (KLPN) and Extended Knapsack Learning Parity
with Noise (EKLPN).

Definition 12 (KLPN Problem [35]). Let n = n(λ),m = m(λ) ≥ 2n and
0 ≤ p = p(λ) ≤ 1

2 be the Bernoulli parameter. The advantage of a PPT adversary
A for the KLPNn,m,p problem, denoted by Adv

KLPNn,m,p

A (λ), is defined as

Adv
KLPNn,m,p

A (λ) := |P [A(A,AE) = 1]− P [A(A,B) = 1]|,

where A,B←$ Zn×m
2 and E← Berm×mp .

Definition 13 (EKLPN Problem [35]). Let n = n(λ),m = m(λ) ≥ 2n and
0 ≤ p = p(λ) ≤ 1

2 be the Bernoulli parameter. The advantage of a PPT adversary
A for the EKLPNn,m,p problem, denoted by Adv

EKLPNn,m,p

A (λ), is defined as

Adv
EKLPNn,m,p

A (λ) :=
∣∣P [
A(A,AE, z, z⊤E) = 1

]
− P

[
A(A,B, z, z⊤E) = 1

]∣∣,
where A,B←$ Zn×m

2 ,E← Berm×mp and z← Bermp .

There is a reduction from EKLPN and KLPN to LPN by Kiltz, Masny, and
Pietrzak [35] that states:

Lemma 1 ([35]). For all algorithms B and B′ there exist algorithms A and A′

that run in roughly the same time as B, respectively B′, and Adv
LPNm−n,m,p

A ≥
1
mAdv

KLPNn,m,p

B as well as Adv
LPNm−n,m,p

A ≥ 1
2mAdv

EKLPNn,m,p

B .

We also need efficient codes, which exist by the following lemma.

Lemma 2 ([34]). For any rate 0 < R < 1, there exists a binary linear error-
correcting code family which is polynomial time constructible, encodable and
decodable and can decode up to ⌊ δn2 ⌋ errors where δ ≈ 1

2 (1−R).

To carry out attacks against the soundness property of DRE schemes from
the literature (Section 4), we need to construct a carefully chosen malicious LWE
secret, called s2 in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3. For all d ∈ Zn
q \ {0} and s1 ∈ Zn

q there exists s2 ∈ Zn
q such that

⟨d, s1 − s2⟩ /∈
[
−q

4
,
q

4

)
.

Moreover, this s2 can be found efficiently.

Proof. Choose an index i such that d[i] ̸= 0. If there exists x ∈ Zq such that d[i]·x
mod q /∈ [− q

4 ,
q
4 ) we can set s2[i] = s1[i]− x and s2[j] = s1[j] for all j ∈ [n] \ {i}.

It then follows that ⟨d, s1 − s2⟩ = d[i] · x /∈ [− q
4 ,

q
4 ), proving the lemma. To see

that such an x exists let m ∈ N0 be minimal such that d[i] · 2m /∈ [− q
4 ,

q
4 ). As m

is minimal we know that d[i] ·2max(0,m−1) ∈ [− q
4 ,

q
4 ), and thus d[i] ·2m ∈ [− q

2 ,
q
2 ).

Therefore, d[i] · 2m is not affected by the modulus and x = 2m satisfies the
constraint.

This x can be found in log q steps. □

3 Applications of Dual-Receiver Encryption

In the following, we describe—to the best of our knowledge—all applications that
are reportedly realized with a CCA2 secure DRE scheme.

This section is structured as follows: Firstly, we describe all applications that
generically require a sound DRE scheme. Then we briefly describe, for the sake
of completeness, two remaining generic applications where a CCA2 secure and
sound DRE construction is either unnecessarily strong or requires a reformulation
and an additional proof in the CRS model. Finally, we describe the remaining
non-generic applications.

3.1 Applications of CCA2 secure DRE with Soundness

Applications of Binding Encryption. Binding Encryption schemes are a special
case of Broadcast Encryption [28], where the property of strong or weak decryption
consistency is guaranteed. DRE in turn is a special case of a binding encryption
scheme with only two recipients. The definitions of (partial) soundness and (weak)
strong decryption consistency are syntactically equivalent when constrained to
the special case of two recipients. Conclusively, one may therefore use a binding
encryption scheme constrained to two recipients with a suitable level of decryption
consistency in any DRE scenario. This means that the most efficient construction
of binding encryption by Noh et al. [44] is basically an IND-CPA DRE scheme
with soundness as it guarantees strong decryption consistency.

In some cases, a DRE scheme can also be extended to a binding encryption
scheme. Consider the case that a sound DRE scheme is scalable for up to n
receivers, which is the case with our constructions in Section 5. Then the DRE
scheme becomes a binding encryption scheme and can therefore be used for all of
its applications. These observations are somewhat simple but surprisingly have
not yet been mentioned in the literature.
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Plaintext Awareness via Key Registration (PAvKR). One variant of plaintext-
awareness is plaintext-awareness via key registration introduced by Herzog, Liskov,
and Micali [32]. In this notion, both sender and receiver need a public/private-key
pair. These key pairs are registered via a key registration authority that ensures
that the owner of a public key has knowledge of the private key. DRE is a natural
way to utilize such an authority to achieve PA.

PAvKR can be used to enforce the Dolev-Yao model [24]. It is a formal proof
model in which automated theorem provers like TAMARIN [41] can be used.

Deniable Authenticated Key Exchange. DRE is used in [23, 48] to implement a
special case of deniable authentication (DA) introduced by Dwork, Naor, and
Sahai [26] called on-line deniability, which captures the fact that deniability
should also apply when one of the parties cooperates with a third party during
the protocol. Dodis et al. [23] proposed an asymmetric key exchange protocol for
symmetric keys called key exchange with incriminating abort (KEIA), which is
a weak form of a deniable key exchange protocol. Roughly said, KEIA enables
deniability if the key exchange protocol is terminated successfully. Once a shared
key is established, deniability is guaranteed, even if corruptions occur later on. An
IND-CCA2 secure and sound DRE scheme is used together with non-committing
encryption by Canetti et al. [16] to realize a key exchange with incriminating abort
functionality Fkeia in the generalized universal composability (GUC) framework
by Canetti et al. [15]. The soundness property is mandatory, as it allows to
simulate specific actions with either S’s or R’s secret key.

PKE with Non-Interactive Opening. The notion of public-key encryption with
non-interactive opening (PKENO) by Damgård et al. [20] allows a receiver of a
message to publicly open, when the encryption is interpreted as a commitment
scheme, a received ciphertext to its plaintext without the necessity to interact
with the sender. As stated by Chow, Franklin, and Zhang [18], a DRE trivially
implies a one-time PKENO: The encrypting party takes the public keys of both
receivers and sends c = enc(pkR, pkT , m) to both receivers. One of the two
receivers can then prove the validity of the ciphertext c by revealing m and its
secret key.

3.2 Applications of DRE with Public Verifiability

Some applications require the property of public verifiability for ciphertexts of a
DRE scheme, which is another property of DRE beside soundness. This property
requires the existence of a public algorithm verifying the validity of a given DRE
ciphertext.

Threshold Decryption. Chow, Franklin, and Zhang [18] describe that a publicly
verifiable DRE scheme can be augmented with a secret sharing protocol that
distributes one of the receiver’s secret key among n parties in order to enable
the threshold decryption scenario with a distributed so-called supervision party.
We are not aware of any literature that explores these kinds of constructions any
further.
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Public-Key Encryption with Plaintext Equality Test (PET). Chow, Franklin, and
Zhang [18] note that each publicly verifiable DRE enables the notion of PET
introduced by Yang et al. [53]. This allows one to check if any two independent
ciphertexts encrypt the same message by providing an additional public test
functionality. However, to the best of our knowledge, all the established DRE
constructions that are used in PET realizations so far are based on bilinear
pairings.

3.3 Applications of CPA secure DRE and the CRS Model

There are two generic applications that differ substantially from the others in
regard to their requirements on the DRE or the model they are proven secure
within.

Completely Non-Malleable DRE. Due to the impossibility results of the existence
of a non-interactive completely non-malleable PKE that can be proven secure
with a black-box simulation in the standard model from Fischlin [29]. Chow,
Franklin, and Zhang [18] propose two constructions of a completely non-malleable
DRE (CNM-DRE) scheme in the CRS model. This property requires that any
adversary obtaining a ciphertext c without knowing the corresponding plaintext
m is not able to create a ciphertext c∗ and a (new) key pair such that the message
m∗ encrypted in c∗ under this key pair is related to m in some way.

CNM-DRE schemes can be utilized to construct dual-receiver non-malleable
commitments (DR-NMC). These are generalizations of normal commitment
schemes introduced by Crescenzo, Ishai, and Ostrovsky [19] and enable the possi-
bility of committing to a message in a non-malleable sense for two independent
receivers such that both receivers are able to open the commitment and know
that the other party obtained the same de-committed message. We leave it open
for future work to check our constructions in regard to this security definition.

Construction of Secure Channels. A new security notion, called sender-binding
chosen plaintext attack (SB-CPA), for a variant of PKE, namely sender-binding
encryption (SBE), was introduced by Beskorovajnov et al. [8]. The reasoning
behind this notion is a definition of minimal security for the public-key part of
the encryption when used in conjunction with authenticated channels in order
to realize a universally composable secure channel. The authors show that an
IND-CPA secure and sound DRE can be used to construct an SB-CPA secure
SBE when a key registration with knowledge (KRK) is available. Benz et al. [5]
showed that the results carry over to the hybrid encryption or the key exchange
setting by utilizing a CPA secure dual-receiver key encapsulation mechanism
(KEM). Our constructions from Section 5 can be easily simplified to provide
this lower security than CCA2 without losing the soundness property. Moreover,
we note that our constructions can be easily adapted to provide a CPA secure
dual-receiver KEM with soundness because they are constructed with the help of
the hybrid encryption paradigm.
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3.4 Non-Generic Applications

In this section, we briefly introduce non-generic applications of DRE. We denote
that the use of DRE in these applications may be generalizable by finding
a property that correctly describes the application’s requirements on a DRE
construction. However, we are not aware of any such property in the literature
and therefore argue that declaring these applications non-generic at this point
in time is justified. Securely modifying the use of DRE in these applications in
order to make them generic is out of scope and left as an open question. Finally,
all the following applications are build upon bilinear pairings inside the employed
DRE construction.

Useful Security Puzzles. Computational puzzles can be used to protect servers
from resource-heavy client requests. That is, a client has to solve a computationally
expensive task which is easily verifiable by the server. However, we call a puzzle
not useful if for example its only purpose is to rate-limit a client. In the work of
Diament et al. [22], there are two scenarios with useful security puzzles proposed.
In the first scenario, a file server can utilize DRE to rate-limit clients requesting
encrypted files by outsourcing a huge part of the decryption to the clients. In
another scenario, security puzzles might be used for DDoS protection in a TLS-like
protocol. Note that this work has been revised in [21].

Combined Encryption Schemes. DRE is utilized to construct combined encryption
schemes in [18] and [21, 22]. In the latter two works, the scheme can be used
for signing and encryption at the same time. Meanwhile the former construction
offers the possibility to use a DRE and PKE scheme with the same keys.

Secure Group Key Management. The concept of secure group communication
(SGC) allows a group of users to communicate such that only members of the
group can decrypt messages. For this purpose, the group shares a secret called
the group key. The most crucial problem is to solve the management of this group
key. In SGC, new members can join, and existing members may leave the group.
However, new members must not read old messages (backward secrecy), and
ex-users are not allowed to decrypt messages after leaving the group (forward
secrecy). Hence, the group key must be changed after each entry or exit. This
process is called rekeying.

One possible way to manage group keys is to use key graphs [50]. BR and
Amberker [12] use the DRE scheme of Diament et al. [22] to manage such a key
graph and thus to enable SGC.

Tripartite Key Exchange. The protocols for authenticated key exchange (AKE)
are used to share a key among multiple parties via unauthenticated channels. A
special case is the three-party AKE (3KE). One of the special properties of a 3KE
is called maximal-exposure-resilience (MEX-resilience). It roughly captures the
fact that no information about the session key is exposed, even if an adversary is
able to obtain any non-trivial combination of keys, that is, not all parties are
completely corrupted.
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Suzuki and Yoneyama [47] utilize a modified version of a DRE KEM con-
struction from Chow, Franklin, and Zhang [18] to realize an exposure-resilient
one-round 3KE in the standard model with the help of bilinear pairings. During
the protocol, each party samples a random nonce and broadcasts it to the two
other parties. Afterwards, each party aggregates the three plaintexts and derives
a shared key via a pseudo-random key derivation function (KDF).

Dual-Receiver Proxy Re-Encryption (DR-PRE). The general notion of proxy
re-encryption (PRE) from Blaze, Bleumer, and Strauss [9] and Mambo and
Okamoto [40] allows one to transform a ciphertext that has been encrypted for
one user into a ciphertext for a different party. In the case of dual-receiver proxy
re-encryption (DR-PRE), a ciphertext encrypted for a single user, called the
delegator, can be converted into a ciphertext so that it can be decrypted by two
independent users, called the delegatees.

Originally, this task had to be done for each delegatee individually with
different PREs and re-encryption keys. Patil and BR [45] however use DRE to
accomplish this task with a dedicated DR-PRE construction. Both delegatees
can decrypt the resulting ciphertext with their respective secret key. In this way
computational and bandwidth costs can be saved.

4 Related Work on Post-Quantum DRE Constructions

In this section, we present all related works for post-quantum IND-CCA2DRE
secure DRE constructions in the standard model, that are [37, 54]. For both of
these works, we show that they do not fulfill the soundness property.

We also consider constructions of broadcast encryption schemes as such
constructions may be applied to the DRE setting and may have the property of
strong decryption consistency that is equivalent to soundness, cf. the discussion
from Section 3.1. Belonging to the list of broadcast encryption constructions
that do not mention strong decryption consistency, there are six (identity-based)
BE schemes [13, 30, 33, 39, 49, 52], one IND-CPA construction [10] and four
generic constructions from Libert, Paterson, and Quaglia [36]. One exception is
the binding encryption construction from Noh et al. [44], which explicitly proves
the decryption consistency property. However, this construction is only IND-CPA
secure.

For the sake of completeness, we also denote that there are four DRE schemes
which are based on post-quantum assumptions satisfying the soundness property.
However, they are only IND-CPA secure. The first is from a Master’s Thesis
by Gegier [31], which presents a generic construction of a DRE KEM from any
deterministic PKE and trapdoor functions with hardcore functions. The second
is from a Master’s Thesis by Müller [43], which presents a lattice-based direct
construction of a DRE PKE. The third and fourth are two McEliece-based
constructions by Beskorovajnov et al. [8].
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4.1 IND-CCA2 Secure DRE Schemes Without Soundness

There are two IND-CCA2DRE secure DRE schemes in the standard model, one
by Zhang et al. [54] and one by Liu et al. [37]. The constructions differ roughly
only in the choice of hash functions. In this subsection, we will show that these
schemes do not satisfy the soundness property due to the lack of structure checks.
In order to explain the attack on the soundness of these schemes, we abstract
the two schemes into one abstract template that covers both schemes:

• The parameters χ and χ′ denote LWE error distributions.
• OTS = (KGenOTS,SigOTS,VfyOTS) is a strongly unforgeable one-time signa-

ture scheme (see [54, Appendix B] for a definition).
• HR,HS are matrices generated by deterministic functions whose computation

includes parts of the public key and a hash function depending on a verification
key of OTS. These functions differ among both schemes, but are well-defined.

• The algorithm SampleLeft which occurs in line 4 of Figure 5 outputs on
input (CR,di, sk

R, s′) a vector vi such that CRvi = di. The vector di is the
i-th column vector of the matrix D which is sampled uniformly random, part
of the CRS of this scheme, and used as LWE-Matrix to disguise the message.

We omit the details of the key generation here. Roughly, a LWE-Matrix and
a corresponding trapdoor is generated in it.

enc(AR,AS ,m ∈ {0, 1}n)

1 : s←$ Zn
q , emsg ← χn, eR, eS ← χ′2m

2 : (vk , sk)← KGenOTS(1
λ)

3 : CR =
[
AR HR

]
4 : CS =

[
AS HS

]
5 : cR = (CR)

⊤
s+ eR ∈ Z2m

q

6 : cS = (CS)
⊤
s+ eS ∈ Z2m

q

7 : cmsg = D⊤s+ emsg + ⌈q/2⌉m ∈ Zn
q

8 : σ ← SigOTS(sk , (c
R, cS , cmsg))

9 : return c = (cR, cS , cmsg, σ)

dec(skR,AR,AS , c)

1 : if VfyOTS(vk , (c
R, cS , cmsg), σ) == false

2 : return ⊥
3 : for i ∈ [n]

4 : vi ← SampleLeft(AR,HR,di, sk
R, s′)

5 : VR = [v1 . . .vn]

// It holds C
R
V

R
= D

6 : m′ = cmsg − (VR)⊤cR (
!
≈ ⌈q/2⌉m)

7 : m← Round each element of m′

8 : return m

Fig. 5. An abstract template of [37, 54].

Let us construct an adversary A which breaks the soundness property with
probability 1. It creates a ciphertext c such that R decrypts 0 as the first bit of
the message, whereas S obtains 1.

First, A obtains the public keys AR and AS (the secret keys are not needed
for this attack). A runs (vk , sk) ← KGenOTS and creates the LWE-matrices
Ci =

[
Ai Hi

]
for i ∈ {R,S} where Hi are deterministic evaluations of some
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hash functions and other public information. Recall that d1 is the first column
vector of D. Sample sR ←$ Zn

q and use Lemma 3 to choose sS ∈ Zn
q such that

⟨d1, s
R − sS⟩ /∈ [− q

4 ,
q
4 ). The vector d1 is not equal to zero with overwhelming

probability since it was sampled from Zn
q uniformly at random. Now, A can

construct a malicious ciphertext part c′ as follows:

c′ =

 cR

cS

cmsg

 =

 (CR)
⊤ · sR

(CS)
⊤ · sS

D⊤ · sR

 ∈ Z2m+n
q .

Note that we implicitly choose eR, eS = 0m and emsg,m = 0n. To finish the
encryption, A runs σ ← SigOTS(sk , c

′) and returns the ciphertext c = (vk , c′, σ).
A sketch of this game is given in Figure 6.

Challenger C Adversary A

(pkR, skR)← KGen(1λ)

(pkS , skS)← KGen(1λ)

pkR = AR, pkS = AS

skR, skS

(vk , sk)← KGenOTS(1
λ)

CR =
[
AR HR

]
CS =

[
AS HS

]
sR ←$ Zn

q

Choose sS ←$ Zn
q :

⟨d, sR − sS⟩ /∈ [− q

4
,
q

4
)

c′ =

 (CR)⊤ · sR
(CS)⊤ · sS
D⊤ · sR


σ ← SigOTS(sk , c

′)

c = (vk , c′, σ)

Fig. 6. Soundness attack against the schemes of [37, 54].

Let us discuss the respective decryptions. Since R does not use the mal-
formed ciphertext part cS in the decryption algorithm and the signature σ
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is valid, R decrypts 0n as its message and thus 0 as the first bit. Now con-
sider the decryption algorithm in the view of S, restricted to the first bit
of m. First, the signature check is successful since A made an honest signa-
ture. Next, SampleLeft(AS ,HS ,d1, sk

S , s′) returns v1 such that CSv1 = d1.
According to line 6 of the decryption algorithm from Figure 5, S obtains
m′[1] = cmsg[1] − v⊤1 c

S = ⟨d1, s
R⟩ − v⊤1 (C

S)⊤ · sS = ⟨d1, s
R⟩ − d⊤1 s

S =
⟨d1, s

R − sS⟩ /∈ [− q
4 ,

q
4 ) and hence decrypts 1 as first bit. Thus, R and S decrypt

different messages from the same ciphertext which breaks the soundness property.

4.2 Identity-based DRE Schemes Without Soundness

We now discuss identity-based DRE (IB-DRE) schemes. In identity based encryp-
tion (IBE), public information, such as an email address, called identity, is used
for encryption instead of traditional public keys. Decryption is still performed
with the help of a secret key. Such a secret key is attained from a key generation
algorithm that takes a master secret key and an identity as input.

There are three works constructing post-quantum secure identity-based DRE
schemes in the literature [37, 38, 54]. Zhang et al. [54] propose a generic con-
struction, which is instantiated in the more recent work of Liu et al. [37]. Here,
an additional primitive called lattice-based programmable hash functions is used.
Liu et al. [38] use an injective map and a homomorphic computation technique
due to Yamada [51].

Due to the huge storage costs of public parameters, IB-DRE schemes are
impracticable in their current state. For example, in the recent work from Liu
et al. [38], 70 public key matrices are demanded, leading to storage cost of
approximately 1.2GB for a choice of n = 284 (as suggested by Micciancio and
Peikert [42]). Besides the huge storage costs, none of the three IB-DRE schemes
satisfies the soundness property. From a structural perspective, all of these
schemes use the same ideas as the schemes from Section 4.1 for encryption, and
the decryption algorithm does not contain any soundness tests as well. Hence, an
adversary can inject different LWE-secrets s in the encryption.

For an attack against the schemes of Liu et al. [38], we refer to Section 4.1
since the attacks are very similar. The attack on the schemes of Liu et al. [37] is
slightly more involved and is discussed in Appendix A.

5 IND-CCA2DRE Secure and Sound Hybrid DRE

Section 3 and Section 4 show that there is a need for efficient, post-quantum and
IND-CCA2DRE secure and sound constructions of DRE schemes in the standard
model. In the following we present two constructions that meet this need.

For both constructions we need a full-rank difference encoding FRD4 as well
as a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zn

q \ {0}, a secret-key encryption system SKE, a
message authentication code MAC and a key derivation function KDF.
4 A FRD is a function FRD : Zn

q → Zn×n
q such that for any x, y ∈ Zn

q , x ̸= y we have
FRD(x)− FRD(y) is invertible over Zn×n

q . See the work of Agrawal, Boneh, and Boyen
[2] for an example of such functions.
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5.1 NLWE-Based Construction

By adapting the NLWE-based hybrid construction from Boyen, Izabachène, and Li
[11] we are able to straightforwardly construct an NLWE-based DRE construction
with soundness. As usual, DZ,αq denotes the discrete Gaussian distribution.

In our description in Figure 7 we only show the decryption for R, the decryp-
tion for S works exactly the same with swapped party identifiers.

gen(1λ)

1 : A←$ Zn×m
q ,R← Dm×m

Z,ω(
√

logn)

2 : A1 = A ·R
3 : return (pk , sk) :=

(
(A,A1),R

)
enc(pkR, pkS ,M

)
1 : parse pkR = (AR,AR

1 )

2 : parse pkS = (AS ,AS
1 )

3 : k←$ {0, 1}n

4 : (dk ,mk) := KDF(k)

5 : s← Dm
Z,αq, s := k · ⌊ q

2
⌋+ s

6 : eR
0 , e

S
0 ← Dm

Z,αq

7 : c0 = (s⊤AR + eR
0 , s

⊤AS + eS
0 )

8 : eR
1 , e

S
1 ← Dm

Z,s,

where s2 = (∥e0∥2 +m(αq)2) · ω(
√

logn)

9 : c1 =
(
s⊤(AR

1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + eR
1 ,

s⊤(AS
1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + eS

1

)
10 : ϕ := SKE.enc(dk ,M)

11 : σ := MAC.sign(mk , (c0, c1, ϕ))

12 : return c = (c0, c1, ϕ, σ)

dec(skR, pkR, pkS ,C)

1 : parse pkR = (AR,AR
1 )

2 : parse pkS = (AS ,AS
1 )

3 : parse skR = (RR)

4 : parse C = (cR0 , c
S
0 , c

R
1 , c

S
1 , ϕ, σ)

5 : (s, eR
0 , e

R
1 )← Invert(R,[

AR | AR
1 + FRD(H(cR0 ))G

]
, (cR0 , c

R
1 ))

6 : if
∥∥∥eR

0

∥∥∥ > αq
√
m output ⊥

7 : if
∥∥∥eR

1

∥∥∥ > αq
√
2mm · ω(

√
logn) output ⊥

8 : if
∥∥∥(cS0 )⊤ − s⊤AS

∥∥∥ > αq
√
m output ⊥

9 : if
∥∥∥(cS1 )⊤ − s⊤(AS

1 + FRD(H(c0))G)
∥∥∥ >

αq
√
2mm · ω(

√
logn) output ⊥

10 : for i ∈ [m] do

k[i] =

0, s[i] ∈ [− q

4
,
q

4
)

1, s[i] /∈ [− q

4
,
q

4
)

11 : if ∥s− k∥ > αq
√
n output ⊥

12 : (dk ,mk) = KDF(k)

13 : if 1 == MAC.Vfy(mk , (c0, c1, ϕ), σ)

14 : return M = SKE.dec(dk , ϕ)

15 : else return M = ⊥

Fig. 7. Description of ΣLWE-DRE = (gen, enc, dec).

Theorem 1. The DRE ΣLWE-DRE = (gen, enc, dec) is correct.

The correctness proof carries over from the correctness of [11] since our
construction does not change anything intrinsic.
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Theorem 2. The DRE ΣLWE-DRE = (gen, enc, dec) is sound as in Definition 3.

The basic idea is a statistical one: for a given matrix A, the LWE tuple (s, e)
in s⊤A+ e is unique with overwhelming probability, see for example the work
of Zhang et al. [55]. Therefore, even for maliciously created ciphertexts, both
parties will recover the same s.

Proof. Assume the scheme is not sound. Then there exists an adversary A with
non-negligible advantage Advdre-sound

E,A as in Definition 3. Thus, given two public
keys pkR = (AR,AR

1 ) and pkS = (AS ,AS
1 ), the adversary A returns with

non-negligible advantage a valid ciphertext c such that dec(skR, pkS , pkR, c) ̸=
dec(skS , pkS , pkR, c).

At least one party has to accept the ciphertext as otherwise both par-
ties would return ⊥. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that
R outputs a message and therefore all checks are valid. In particular, we
have

∥∥∥cS⊤

1 − (sR)⊤(AS
1 + FRD(H(c0))G)

∥∥∥ ≤ αq
√
2mm · ω(

√
log n), where sR is

the vector that R recovered in step 5. This means that cS
⊤

1 = (sR)⊤(AS
1 +

FRD(H(c0))G) + (e′1)
⊤ with ∥e′1∥ ≤ αq

√
2mm · ω(

√
log n). Similarly, we have

cS
⊤

0 = (sR)⊤AS + (e′0)
⊤ with ∥e′0∥ ≤ αq

√
m.

By Micciancio and Peikert [42, Theorem 5.4] this means that S recovers sR

as well, succeeds with all checks and thus both parties recover the same k, as
well as the same (dk , mk) because the KDF is deterministic.

Finally, as our decryption algorithm as well as our verification algorithm are
deterministic, it follows that both parties recover the same M. □

Theorem 3. The DRE ΣLWE-DRE = (gen, enc, dec) is IND-CCA2DRE-secure as
in Definition 2 if NLWEn,m,q,DZ,αq

is hard, and SKE, MAC, H, KDF are all secure
w. r. t. Definitions 5, 6, 8 and 9.

To prove this we adapt the proof of Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11, Theorem
1]. Thus, for a more in-depth discussion we refer interested reader to that paper.
Starting with the IND-CCA2DRE game, we slowly replace parts of our scheme
until we arrive at a game where any adversary cannot do better than guessing
because the supposedly encrypted message is in fact only a random ciphertext.
Our assumptions make sure that no adversary can differentiate the games with
more than negligible probability and so this proves that our construction is indeed
secure.

Proof. We start by giving a small overview of the games. Game 1 to 3 change
the decryption oracle to make it easier for us to adapt the public keys in Game 4.
Those changes aim to make sure that the adversary does not query ciphertexts
using the challenge “tag” FRD(H(c∗0)). This in turn allows us to replace the binding
parts c0 and c1 of k by randomness in Game 5 and 6. Now, Game 7 replaces
this key k by randomness as well, and finally in Game 8 we replace the message
encryption ϕ by a random ciphertext.

As usual, we denote by P [Si] the probability, that the adversary outputs 1 in
Game i.
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Game 0: This game follows the IND-CCA2-DRE game. Here, A gets two in-
dependently generated public keys, makes decryption queries to the oracle
which can be honestly answered using the secret keys. After that, A submits
two messages M0,M1 of equal length, after which the challenge ciphertext is
computed by c∗ = enc(pkR, pkS ,Mb) for b←$ {0, 1}. The adversary A can
now make further queries provided that the used public key is from the set
{R,S} and c ̸= c∗. Finally, A outputs b′ and the game returns 1 if b = b′.
By definition, we have

P [S0] = P
[
ExpIND-CCA2DRE

DRE,A (λ) = 1
]
.

Game 1: We now precompute c∗0 before sending the two generated public keys
to A. More specifically, steps 3 to 7 of the encoding in Figure 7 are now
done before sending the public keys to A. As the precomputed c∗0 is already
unavailable to A until c∗ is released and nothing else changed we get

P [S1] = P [S0] .

Game 2: This is identical to Game 1 except for the decryption oracle, which now
rejects ciphertexts with H(c0) = H(c∗0) in the first phase as well as ciphertexts
with c0 ̸= c∗0 and H(c0) = H(c∗0) in the second phase. Using [11, Lemma 4] we
get (for Q1 being the number of decryption queries in the first phase)5

|P [S2]− P [S1] | ≤
Q1

qn
+ AdvCR

H,B1(λ).

Game 3: We now additionally forbid all decryption queries with c0 = c∗0 after
the challenge ciphertext has been released. We can bound the probability that
A submits a valid decryption query c = (c∗0, c1, ϕ, σ) ̸= c∗ by two sub-events:
(1) NoBind: a different key k ̸= k∗ is associated to c∗0.
(2) Forge: the key k∗ from c∗ was used for c.
Our definition of c0 (step 7 of Figure 7) and the uniqueness of LWE samples6
proves that P [NoBind] is negligible, and thus

|P [S4]− P [S3] | ≤ P [Forge3] + negl(λ).

Game 4: We adapt the generation of both public keys, calculating c∗0 before
setting AR

1 = ARRR − FRD(H(c∗0))G) and AS
1 = ASRS − FRD(H(c∗0))G). As

AS and AR are both uniformly random, the distribution of the public keys
in Game 3 and Game 4 are statistically close. Also, the decryption oracle
can handle the same set of decryption queries as in Game 3. Indeed, given
c = (c0, c1, ϕ, σ) we have

c1 =
(
s⊤(AR

1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + eR1 , s
⊤(AS

1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + eS1
)

=
(
s⊤(ARRR + (FRD(H(c0))− FRD(H(c∗0)))G) + eR1 ,

s⊤(ASRS + (FRD(H(c0))− FRD(H(c∗0)))G) + eS1
)
.

5 Notice that Q2 in [11, Lemma 4] is not needed: The reduction algorithm B1 always
wins if a collision occurs.

6 See for example [55, Lemma 6].
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As for all H(c0) ̸= H(c∗0) the difference FRD(H(c0))− FRD(H(c∗0)) is invertible
by the definition of FRD, the trapdoor RS or RR can be used to decrypt
the queries. The case H(c0) = H(c∗0) was already rejected in Game 3 and so
we get

|P [S4]− P [S3] | ≤ negl(λ) and |P [Forge4]− P [Forge3] | ≤ negl(λ).

Game 5: Here, instead of honestly generating c∗0 and c∗1, we draw c∗1 ←$ Z2m
q and

c̃∗0
R
, c̃∗0

S ←$ Zm
q and set c∗0 = (c̃∗0

R
+(k∗ · ⌊q/2⌋)⊤AR, c̃∗0

S
+(k∗ · ⌊q/2⌋)⊤AS).

We can then use [11, Lemma 5] to reduce this game-step to the NLWE-
assumption with the only adaption being that we replace the definition of
(c∗1)

⊤ = (c∗0)
⊤R+v⊤ by (c∗1)

⊤ = ((c∗0
R)⊤RR+vR⊤, (c∗0

S)⊤RS +vS⊤). This
results in

|P [S5]− P [S4] | ≤ Adv
NLWEn,m,q,χ

B2
(λ) as well as

|P [Forge5]− P [Forge4] | ≤ 2Adv
NLWEn,m,q,χ

B′
2

(λ).

Game 6: We now replace c∗0 of Game 5 with c∗0 ←$ Z2m
q . As c̃∗0 was only used

to generate c∗0 and acted as a one-time-pad, the distributions of both games
are identical and thus

P [S6] = P [S5] and P [Forge6] = P [Forge5] .

Game 7: Instead of generating the signing key dk∗ and the MAC key mk∗ using
the KDF, we just draw them from the key spaces of SKE and MAC uniformly.
As k∗ is independent of c∗ since Game 6, this change can be reduced to the
security of the KDF. More specifically, using [11, Lemma 6] we can show that

|P [S7]− P [S6] | ≤ AdvIND
KDF,B′

3
(λ) as well as

|P [Forge7]− P [Forge6] | ≤ 2AdvIND
KDF,B′

3
(λ).

But as mk∗ is now uniformly sampled and independent of c∗0, c
∗
1 and ϕ∗,

P [Forge7] can straightforwardly be bound by the security of the MAC using
[11, Lemma 7] to arrive at

P [Forge7] ≤ Q2 · AdvOT-SUF
MAC,B4

(λ).

Game 8: Last but not least we replace the encrypted message ϕ∗ of the challenge
ciphertext by a random ciphertext. As dk∗ is independently and randomly
chosen, a straightforward reduction shows

|P [S8]− P [S7] | ≤ AdvOT-IND
SKE,B5

(λ).

We note that in Game 8 the challenge ciphertext is independent of the chosen
value b, and thus the adversary has no advantage in winning Game 8. Using our
assumptions we finally see that the winning probability between all games only
changes negligible, and thus

AdvIND-CCA2DRE
DRE,A (λ) ≤ 1

2
+ negl(λ),

which finishes the proof. □
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5.2 Code-based Construction of a Sound and IND-CCA2DRE Secure
DRE

We adapt the LPN-based PKE from Kiltz, Masny, and Pietrzak [35] to create
an IND-CCA2DRE secure DRE scheme with soundness. The double trapdoor
technique employed by the authors allows us to convert their PKE into a DRE
construction, while actually reducing the public key by one matrix and only
slightly increasing the ciphertext size.

We note here that Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11] adapted the scheme of
Kiltz, Masny, and Pietrzak [35] as well to create an IND-CCA2 secure hybrid
encryption scheme based on LPN, which shares the symmetric part of our scheme.

As before only the decryption for R is described in Figure 8, but the decryption
for S works exactly the same with swapped party identifiers. Also, everything
happens in Z2, and so the operations “+” and “−” can be used interchangeably.

In this scheme we use a constant 0 < c < 1/4 defining the Bernoulli parameter
p =

√
c/m and the bounding parameter β = 2

√
cm. Additionally, we use an

efficient binary linear error-correcting code G : Zn
2 → Zm

2 correcting up to αm
errors for 4c < α < 1, which exists by Lemma 2.

gen(1λ)

1 : A←$ Zn×m
2 ,R← Berm×m

p

2 : A1 = A ·R
3 : return (pk , sk) :=

(
(A,A1),R

)
enc(pkR, pkS ,M

)
1 : parse pkR = (AR,AR

1 )

2 : parse pkS = (AS ,AS
1 )

3 : s←$ {0, 1}n

4 : (dk ,mk) := KDF(s)

5 : eR, eS ← Bermp

6 : c0 = (s⊤AR + eR, s⊤AS + eS)

7 : TR,TS ← Berm×m
p

8 : c1 =
(
s⊤(AR

1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + (eR)⊤TR,

s⊤(AS
1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + (eS)⊤TS)

9 : ϕ := SKE.enc(dk ,M)

10 : σ := MAC.sign(mk , (c0, c1, ϕ))

11 : return c = (c0, c1, ϕ, σ)

dec(skR, pkR, pkS ,C)

1 : parse pkR = (AR,AR
1 )

2 : parse pkS = (AS ,AS
1 )

3 : parse skR = (RR)

4 : parse C = (cR0 , c
S
0 , c

R
1 , c

S
1 , ϕ, σ)

5 : cRt := cR1 − cR0 R
R

6 : s := decodeG

(
cRt

)
· FRD(H(c0))−1

7 : if
∥∥∥cR0 − s⊤AR

∥∥∥
w
> β output ⊥

8 : if
∥∥∥cS0 − s⊤AS

∥∥∥
w
> β output ⊥

9 : if
∥∥∥cR1 − s⊤(AR

1 + FRD(H(c0))G)
∥∥∥
w
>

αm

2

10 : if
∥∥∥cS1 − s⊤(AS

1 + FRD(H(c0))G)
∥∥∥
w
>

αm

2

11 : (dk ,mk) = KDF(s)

12 : if 1 == MAC.Vfy(mk , (c0, c1, ϕ), σ)

13 : return M = SKE.dec(dk , ϕ)

14 : else return M = ⊥

Fig. 8. Description of ΣLPN-DRE = (gen, enc, dec)
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Theorem 4. The DRE ΣLPN-DRE = (gen, enc, dec) is correct.

Proof. As the same parameters are used, the proof of [35, Theorem 1] shows that

P
e←Bermp

[∥e∥w > β] < 2−Θ(
√
m) (1)

as well as
P

T←Berm×m
p

[
∥Te∥w >

αm

2
| ∥e∥w ≤ β

]
< 2−Θ(m). (2)

Thus, for a properly generated ciphertext, it holds with overwhelming proba-
bility 1− 2Θ(

√
m) for i ∈ {R,S} that∥∥ei∥∥
w
≤ β ∧

∥∥(ei)⊤Ti
∥∥
w
≤ αm

2
∧

∥∥(ei)⊤Ri
∥∥
w
≤ αm

2
.

In this case, by the error correction property of the code G, the correct s
is recovered from cRt = s⊤FRD(H(c0))G + (eR)⊤(TR −RR) as the error term
satisfies

∥∥(eR)⊤(TR −RR)
∥∥
w
≤ αm by Equation (2). Also, all decryption checks

succeed and thus the correct message M is recovered by the determinism of
KDF, MAC.Vfy and SKE.dec. □

Theorem 5. The DRE ΣLPN-DRE = (gen, enc, dec) is sound as in Definition 3.

The proof is similar to proof 2 but this time we use the decoding properties
of G for the uniqueness of s.

Proof. Assume the scheme is not sound. Then there exists an adversary A whose
advantage Advdre-sound

E,A is non-negligible, where the advantage is defined as in
Definition 3. Thus, given two public keys pkR = (AR,AR

1 ), pk
S = (AS ,AS

1 ),
the adversary A returns with non-negligible advantage a valid ciphertext c with
dec(skR, pkS , pkR, c) ̸= dec(skS , pkS , pkR, c).

At least one party has to accept the ciphertext as otherwise both parties
would return ⊥. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that R outputs
a message and therefore the decryption checks are valid. In particular, we have∥∥cS1 − (sR)⊤(AS

1 + FRD(H(c0))G)
∥∥
w
≤ αm

2 , where sR is the vector that R recov-
ered in step 6. This means that cS1 = (sR)⊤(AS

1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + (e′1)
⊤ with

∥e′1∥w ≤
αm
2 . Similarly, we have cS0 = (sR)⊤AS + (e′0)

⊤ with ∥e′0∥w ≤ β.
Therefore, it holds that cSt = cS1 −cS0R

S = sRFRD(H(c0))G+(e′1)
⊤−(e′0)

⊤RS .
As ∥e′1∥w ≤

αm
2 we only need to show

∥∥(e′0)⊤RS
∥∥
w
≤ αm

2 . Indeed, the decoding
property of G guarantees the correct decoding of s if the inequality holds, and as
KDF, MAC.Vfy and SKE.dec are deterministic, both parties will decrypt the same
message M.

To show that
∥∥(e′0)⊤R∥∥

w
≤ αm

2 with overwhelming probability, notice first
that #{e ∈ Zm

2 | ∥e∥w ≤ β} =
∑β

i=0

(
m
i

)
≤ 2log(m)O(

√
m) because β = Θ(

√
m).

Thus, taking the union bound over all e ∈ Zm
2 with ∥e∥w ≤ β we get

P
RS

[
∀e, ∥e∥w ≤ β :

∥∥e⊤RS
∥∥
w
≤ αm

2

]
≥ 1− 2Θ(m)

using Equation (2) as desired, which finishes the proof.
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Theorem 6. The DRE ΣLPN-DRE = (gen, enc, dec) is IND-CCA2DRE-secure as
in Definition 2 if LPNn,m,p is hard, and SKE, MAC, H, KDF are all secure w. r. t.
Definitions 5, 6, 8 and 9.

To prove this we use ideas of Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11, Theorem 1]
and Kiltz, Masny, and Pietrzak [35, Theorem 2]. Therefore, this proof shares
its structure with proof 3, and for faster understanding, games that differ from
aforementioned proof are highlighted by underscoring them.

Proof. Game 0: This game follows the IND-CCA2-DRE game. So again, A gets
two independently generated public keys, makes decryption queries to the
oracle which can be honestly answered using the secret keys. After that,
A submits two messages M0,M1 of equal length, after which the challenge
ciphertext is computed by c∗ = enc(pkR, pkS ,Mb) for b ←$ {0, 1}. The
adversary A can now make further queries provided that the used public
key is from the set {R,S} and c ̸= c∗. Finally, A outputs b′ and the game
returns 1 if b = b′. By definition, we have

P [S0] = P
[
ExpIND-CCA2DRE

DRE,A (λ) = 1
]
.

Game 1: In this game, c∗0 is precomputed before sending the two generated
public keys to A. More specifically, steps 3 to 6 of the encoding in Figure 8
are now done before sending the public keys to A. As the precomputed c∗0 is
already unavailable to A until c∗ is released and nothing else changed we get

P [S1] = P [S0] .

Game 2: This is identical to Game 1 except for the decryption oracle, which now
rejects ciphertexts with H(c0) = H(c∗0) in the first phase as well as ciphertexts
with c0 ̸= c∗0 and H(c0) = H(c∗0) in the second phase. Using [11, Lemma 4] we
get (for Q1 being the number of decryption queries in the first phase)

|P [S2]− P [S1] | ≤
Q1

qn
+ AdvCR

H,B1(λ).

Game 3: We now additionally forbid all decryption queries with c0 = c∗0 after
the challenge ciphertext has been released. We can bound the probability that
A submits a valid decryption query c = (c∗0, c1, ϕ, σ) ̸= c∗ by two sub-events:
(1) NoBind: a different key s ̸= s∗ is associated to c∗0.
(2) Forge: the key s∗ from c∗ was used for c.
Our definition of c0 (step 6 of Figure 8) and the uniqueness of LPN samples7
proves that P [NoBind] is negligible, and thus

|P [S4]− P [S3] | ≤ P [Forge3] + negl(λ).

7 See for example [25, Lemma 3.2].
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Game 4: Our goal again is to set AR
1 = ARRR − FRD(H(c∗0))G as well as

AS
1 = ASRS − FRD(H(c∗0))G. Because of the low noise rate of the private

keys, AR
1 and AS

1 are only computationally indistinguishable from uniformly
random matrices based on the KLPN problem (whereas those matrices were
statistically close to uniform in our LWE construction from Section 5.1).
To solve this we split this game into multiple smaller steps. The idea is to
use the double trapdoor already present in the DRE scheme because of the
(sound) encryption for both parties to first adapt skR and then skS . In the
process we also adapt c∗ so that later we can use an LPN sample to hide the
challenge bit. A recap of the changes can be found before Game 5.
Game 4.1: All decryption queries are answered using skS . By the soundness

property of our construction (see Theorem 5) we have

|P [S4.1]− P [S3]| ≤ negl(λ) and |P [Forge4.1]− P [Forge3]| ≤ negl(λ).

Game 4.2: We replace AR
1 by a random matrix. This can be reduced to the

KLPN assumption: Assume we have a distinguisher D between Game
4.1 and 4.2. Our attacker A1 on KLPN gets (A,B) and has to decide
whether B←$ Zn×m

2 or B = AE for A←$ Zn×m
2 and E← Berm×mp . It

simulates Game 4.1 but instead of generating AR and AR
1 it sets AR := A

and AR
1 := B. As skR is not used anymore this does not change the

decryption capabilities of the oracle, and so if B←$ Zn×m
2 this perfectly

simulates Game 4.2, while if B = AE this perfectly simulates Game 4.1.
Thus, the advantage of A1 is that of D, and so we have

|P [S4.2]− P [S4.1] | ≤ Adv
KLPNn,m,p

A1
(λ).

For the Forge probabilities, the adversary A2 follows the same game as
above, but for every decryption query c = (c∗0, c1, ϕ, σ) ̸= c∗ it checks if
MAC.Vfy(mk∗, (c0, c1, ϕ), σ) = 1. In this case, it outputs 1 to the KLPN
challenger, otherwise it replies with ⊥ to the decryption query. If this
never happens A2 outputs a random bit. As in [11, Lemma 5] this results
in

|P [Forge4.2]− P [Forge4.1] | ≤ 2Adv
KLPNn,m,p

A2
(λ).

Game 4.3: In this game AR
1 = B is replaced by AR

1 = B− FRD(H(c∗0))G for
B←$ Zn×m

2 . As B is a one time pad this does not change the distributions,
and so

P [S4.3] = P [S4.2] and P [Forge4.3] = P [Forge4.2] .

Game 4.4: We now replace AR
1 = B−FRD(H(c∗0)) by our secret key trapdoor

AR
1 = ARRR − FRD(H(c∗0))G. We also adapt c∗1

R such that instead
of sampling TR and honestly generating c∗1

R we instead replace it by
c∗1

R := s⊤(AR
1 + FRD(H(c∗0))G) + (eR)⊤RR. Similar to Game 4.2 this

can be reduced to the EKLPN assumption. For this, assume that there
is a distinguisher D between Game 4.4 and 4.3. The adversary A3 on
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EKLPN gets (A,B, z,u) and has to decide whether B ←$ Zn×m
2 or

B = AE for A← Zn×m
2 ,E← Berm×mp , z← Bermp and u = z⊤E. It then

simulates Game 4.3 but sets AR := A,AR
1 := B, c∗0

R := s⊤AR + z and
c∗1

R := s⊤(AR
1 + FRD(H(c∗0))G) + u.

Now, if B ←$ Zn×m
2 this perfectly simulates Game 4.3 because E and

TR have the same distribution and both are not used outside of the
error generation, whereas if B = AE the construction perfectly simulates
Game 4.4. As before, together this gives us

|P [S4.4]− P [S4.3] | ≤ Adv
EKLPNn,m,p

A3
(λ) and

|P [Forge4.4]− P [Forge4.3] | ≤ 2Adv
EKLPNn,m,p

A4
(λ).

Game 4.5: Decryption is now always done via skR instead of skS . The
decryption oracle can still handle the same set of decryption queries.
Indeed, given a valid c = (c0, c1, ϕ, σ) we have

cR
⊤

1 =s⊤(AR
1 + FRD(H(c0))G) + (eR)⊤TR

=s⊤(ARRR + (FRD(H(c0))− FRD(H(c∗0)))G) + (eR)⊤TR.

As for all H(c0) ̸= H(c∗0) the difference FRD(H(c0))−FRD(H(c∗0)) is invertible
by the definition of FRD, the trapdoor RR can be used to decrypt the
queries. The case H(c0) = H(c∗0) was already rejected from Game 3
on. Also, by the soundness the difference between using skR or skS is
negligible, and so we get

|P [S4.5]− P [S4.4]| ≤ negl(λ) and |P [Forge4.5]− P [Forge4.4]| ≤ negl(λ).

Game 4.6: We repeat Game 4.2-Game 4.4 with skS . This results in AS
1 =

ASRS − FRD(H(c∗0)) and c∗1
S := s⊤(AS

1 + FRD(H(c∗0))G) + (eS)⊤RS with
probability differences

|P [S4.6]− P [S4.5] | ≤ Adv
KLPNn,m,p

A5
(λ) + Adv

EKLPNn,m,p

A6
(λ) and

P [Forge4.6]− P [Forge4.5] ≤ 2Adv
KLPNn,m,p

A7
(λ) + 2Adv

EKLPNn,m,p

A8
(λ).

After Game 4.6 we have (for i ∈ {R,S}) Ai
1 + FRD(H(c∗0))G = AiRi, and

thus at this point the scheme differs in the following way from the original
scheme8:
• (pk i, sk i) = ((Ai,Ai

1),R
i) where Ai ←$ Zn×m

2 ,Ri ← Berm×mp and then
Ai

1 := AiRi − FRD(H(c∗0))G
• c∗0 = (s⊤AR + eR, s⊤AS + eS)

• c∗1 =
(
s⊤ARRR + (eR)⊤RR, s⊤ASRS + (eS)⊤RS

)
.

8 As c∗0 is calculated after Ai is generated but before Ai
1 is generated, it can be used

to calculate Ai
1.
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Game 5: Instead of honestly generating c∗0 and c∗1, we draw both c∗0
R ←$ Zm

2

and c∗0
S ←$ Zm

2 and set c∗1
R := c∗0

RRR as well as c∗1
S := c∗0

SRS . This
game step can be reduced to the LPN problem. So assume that there is a
distinguisher D between Game 5 and 4.6. Let A9 be an adversary to the LPN9

problem who gets ((A1,A2), (u1,u2)) where ui ←$ Zm
2 or ui = s⊤Ai + ei

for Ai ←$ Zn×m
2 and ei ← Bermp . It simulates Game 4.6 but sets c∗0

R = u1,
c∗0

S = u2, c∗1
R = u1RR and c∗1

S = u2RS .
Now if ui = s⊤Ai + ei this perfectly simulates Game 4.6 by our previous
comment, whereas if ui ←$ Zm

2 this simulates Game 5. As before that means
we have

|P [S5]− P [S4.6] | ≤ Adv
LPNn,2m,p

A9
(λ) as well as

|P [Forge5]− P [Forge4.6] | ≤ 2Adv
LPNn,2m,p

A10
(λ).

Game 6: Instead of generating the signing key dk∗ and the MAC key mk∗ using
the KDF, we just draw them from the key spaces of SKE and MAC uniformly.
As s∗ is independent of c∗ since Game 5, this change can be reduced to the
security of the KDF. More specifically, using [11, Lemma 6] we can show that

|P [S6]− P [S5] | ≤ AdvIND
KDF,B′

3
(λ) as well as

|P [Forge6]− P [Forge5] | ≤ 2AdvIND
KDF,B′

3
(λ).

But as mk∗ is now uniformly sampled and independent of c∗0, c
∗
1 and ϕ∗,

P [Forge6] can straightforwardly be bound by the security of the MAC using
[11, Lemma 7] to arrive at

P [Forge6] ≤ Q2 · AdvOT-SUF
MAC,B4

(λ).

Game 7: Last but not least we replace the encrypted message ϕ∗ of the challenge
ciphertext by a random ciphertext. As dk∗ is independently and randomly
chosen, a straightforward reduction shows

|P [S7]− P [S6] | ≤ AdvOT-IND
SKE,B5

(λ)

We note that in Game 7 the challenge ciphertext is independent of the chosen
value b, and thus the adversary has no advantage in winning Game 7. Using our
assumptions we finally see that the winning probability between all games only
changes negligible, and thus

AdvIND-CCA2DRE
DRE,A (λ) ≤ 1

2
+ negl(λ),

which finishes the proof. □

We discuss further observations that might be of independent interest in
Section 6.
9 Notice that this is actually an LPNn,2m,p sample.
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6 Discussion

Secure parameters for our schemes from Section 5 as well as their resulting sizes
can be found in Appendix B.

Modular Hybrid Encryption: Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11] mention that proving
the security of the KEM-part in their construction is left for future work. Solving
this task would be in fact an interesting result, which might lead to more efficient
IND-CCA2 constructions of PKE or DRE in the standard model. For DRE,
however, additional assumptions, such as correlated product security [46], are
required as encrypting the same secret twice might in general counteract the
one-wayness property as shown by Rosen and Segev [46] for the RSA one-way
function. Our observation is that the security of the KEM part in the hybrid
construction from Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11] has to be weaker than the
replayable chosen ciphertext attack (RCCA) security, which is defined for a PKE
by Canetti, Krawczyk, and Nielsen [17] and adapted to the KEM definition from
Abe, Gennaro, and Kurosawa [1]. In lattice- or LPN-based trapdoor functions
an adversary may always manipulate the error such that the inversion outputs
an x ̸= ⊥. Consider having a validity oracle that on input c checks whether the
ciphertext decrypts to ⊥. Note that the decryption oracle from the RCCA-Game
returning test is such an oracle. Then the adversary may obtain the error vector
by manipulating c and testing, whether the RCCA oracle returns test.

Partial Soundness There are corner cases where a weaker variant of soundness
is sufficient, i. e., partial soundness or weak decryption consistency, which are
equivalent when constrained to two recipients. This allows one party to decrypt
the ciphertext to a valid message while the other party outputs ⊥. The formal
definitions can be found in Beskorovajnov et al. [8] and Noh et al. [44].

If one for example skips either step 8 or 9 (but not both) of the decryption in
the NLWE-based construction of Section 5.1 (only checking the error of either
cS0 or cS1 ) one gets a slightly more efficient partially sound DRE. Thus, while
an attacker cannot create a valid ciphertext encrypting different messages to S
and R, they can create a ciphertext which S decrypts to a valid message while
R outputs ⊥. Indeed, one can achieve this by creating a valid ciphertext and
adding a big enough error term to either cS0 or cS1 such that S does not accept
the ciphertext, whereas R accepts and decrypts the ciphertext because it does
not check this error. Partial soundness still holds because of the injectivity of the
LWE function.

7 Conclusion

We observe that the literature of IND-CCA2DRE secure DRE constructions in
the standard model based on post-quantum assumptions lacks constructions
that guarantee soundness. However, most of the literature around applications
that employ DRE in a generic way require this exact property. Our main result
comprises two constructions that fill this gap.
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We point out that applications identified by us as non-generic in Section 3.4
may be abstracted further in future work in order to use a DRE in a black-box
manner. Finally, we note that a DRE construction based on a post-quantum as-
sumption with public verifiability and soundness, which is required by applications
from Section 3.2, is still an open question.
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A Soundness Attack on the DRE scheme of Liu et al. [37]

Here, we describe a soundness attack on the scheme of Liu et al. [37]. The basic
setup for this scheme is similar to the constructions of Section 4.1, but the
ciphertext c = (c0, c1) is constructed as follows:

c0 = D⊤s+ e0 + ⌈q/2⌉m ∈ Zn
q

c1 =

 c01
cR1
cS1

 =

 A⊤

(AidR)⊤

(AidS )⊤

 s+

 e01
eR1
eS1

 ∈ Z3m
q .

The vectors e0, e
0
1, e

R
1 , e

S
1 are LWE errors and the LWE-matrix D which is

part of the public parameters is used to disguise the message. The LWE-matrix
A is also part of the public parameters, whereas the matrices AidR ,AidS arise
from the identities idR and idS .

Decryption is possible due to the secret keys sk idi = Eidi satisfying the
equation

[
A Aidi

]
Eidi = D for i ∈ {R,S}. The message m can be recovered by

rounding the elements of b = c0 − (Eidi)⊤ ·
[
c0
1

ci
1

]
to 0 or 1.

The idea of the attack is the same as the idea of the attacks against the
constructions in Section 4.1 by injecting different LWE secrets for the sender and
receiver.

Indeed, an adversary can choose m, e01, e
R
1 , e

S
1 , s

R = 0 (with appropriate
dimensions) and sS such that 0 − (EidS )⊤

[
0

AidS ·sS
]
∈ Z2m

q contains an entry
that is not in [− q

4 ,
q
4 ). This is possible due to Lemma 3 and the fact that

EidS
2 AidS contains a non-zero column vector Ej with overwhelming probability

(for
[
EidS

1 EidS
2

]
:= EidS ). Then the malicious ciphertext has the form

c0 = D⊤sR

c1 =

 c01
cR1
cS1

 =

 A⊤ · sR
(AidR)⊤ · sR
(AidS )⊤ · sS

 .

Due to the correctness of the scheme, R recovers 0n as the message. However, we
claim that S obtains 1 as the last bit of m. Indeed, they calculate

b = c0 − (EidS )⊤ ·
[
c01
cR1

]
= 0− (EidS )⊤

[
0

(AidS )⊤ · sS
]

in the decryption algorithm. For the j-th element of b, it holds that b[j] /∈ [− q
4 ,

q
4 )

due to the choice of sS . Thus, S obtains 1 as j-th bit
In summary, S obtains 1 as j-th bit, while R obtaines 0 as j-th bit, and the

soundness property is broken.
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B Sizes of our constructions

In order to determine the size requirements in the constructions from Section 5,
the following rough estimations based on common parameters that can be found
in the literature are presented. The sizes of the symmetric primitives are kept
out of the estimations, as the largest impact on the sizes is the public-key part
of the constructions.

The following parameters determine the overall size dimensions.

• NLWE parameters
◦ n,m, q, α ensure the hardness of the NLWEn,m,q,DZ,αq

problem.
◦ n = n(λ) is the main security parameter of the scheme.
◦ q ≥ 2

√
n/α is the modulus of the scheme.

◦ m ≥ n⌈log q⌉+ω(
√
log n) is the dimension of a lattice associated with A.

◦ m̄ = n⌈log q⌉.
• For the LPN-based construction only n needs to be defined, as m = 2n and
p =

√
c/m are fixed then.

For the NLWE-based construction we adopt the parameters from Frodo-134410

as the authors use the concrete parameter estimations for the normal-form DLWE,
which we reduce to as well. The parameters of the reduced LWE-instance from
Frodo-1344 can be found already precomputed in the LWE-estimator repository11.

For the security level 5, which corresponds to approximately 256 bits of
security, the reduced NLWE instance yields the parameters n = 1344, q = 216 =
65536,m = 1344+16, which leads to m̄ = 1344 ∗ 16 = 21504 for our construction.
The resulting sizes are given in Table 1. Note that it is possible to choose the set
{±1 , 0} as sample space for the error distribution (as stated by Micciancio and
Peikert [42]), and therefore every element of the secret key can be stored within
2 bits.

Table 1. Sizes of ΣLWE-DRE from Figure 7 in Section 5.1

|pk | for one party |sk | |c|

Generic sizes ⌈log q⌉ · (n · (m+ m̄)) ⌈log q⌉ · (m · m̄) ⌈log q⌉ · (2 · (m+ m̄))

Exact sizes 61.45MB 58.49MB 91.45kB

Notice however that no optimizations were performed. So one could greatly
reduce the storage costs by converting the scheme to ring or module-LWE just
as the scheme of Boyen, Izabachène, and Li [11].

For the LPN construction we follow the analysis by Esser, Kübler, and May
[27] that says for 256 bits of security in the low noise LPN setting we need to set
n = 26500. The resulting sizes can be found in Table 2.
10 https://frodokem.org/
11 https://github.com/malb/lattice-estimator/blob/main/estimator/schemes.py#

L151

https://frodokem.org/
https://github.com/malb/lattice-estimator/blob/main/estimator/schemes.py#L151
https://github.com/malb/lattice-estimator/blob/main/estimator/schemes.py#L151
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Table 2. Sizes of ΣLPN-DRE from Figure 8 in Section 5.2.

|pk | for one party |sk | |c|

Generic sizes 2 · n ·m m2 4 ·m

Exact sizes 351.13MB 351.13MB 26.5kB

No optimizations where performed for this scheme either. As the secret key
of our scheme is low noise, the storage requirement of the scheme could easily be
reduced. We leave it open for future work to adapt the optimizations that are
state of the art to both our constructions.

Also we note that the public key of the LPN-PKE by Kiltz, Masny, and
Pietrzak [35] needs an extra matrix, making their public key bigger, while the
ciphertext is nearly the same size thanks to the dual-receiver specific optimizations
in our scheme.
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